A mathematical formalism to reflect the turbulent hierarchic eddy structure in an average turbulence description is discussed. The formalism is founded on simultaneous application of turbulent flow field splitting procedures by the motion variability and by the motion order explained in the paper. It is shown that this formalism permits the outlining of different types of cascading processes in turbulent media within the turbulence average description.
Introduction
There are two conceptually different classical conceptions of turbulence. The first conception, grounded by O. Reynolds [1] , treats turbulence as an aspect complicating the description of the fluid's motion which should be removed by averaging, accompanied by the closure problem which is solved by an appropriate parameterization of the averaged quantities. The difference between the original Reynolds approach and the more modern approaches, like those realized within the LES turbulence modeling [2] [3] [4] , lies in the difference in the constituents of the motion accounted for in the averaged (parameterized) form and subjected to the calculation procedure. The second conception is grounded by L. F. Richardson [5] and A. N. Kolmogorov [6] (henceforth the Richardson-Kolmogorov turbulence conception). This conception specifies the essence of the turbulent form of a fluid's motion as an ongoing restoration of its eddy structure formed under conditions which do not determine the flow situation uniquely. According to this conception, the turbulent eddies accumulate a portion of the energy of motion of the medium in the form of rotation of a hierarchy of eddies carrying the energy of motion to its thermal dissipation through the cascading process of eddy generation, while the eddies of the largest scale immediately interacting with the average flow have a certain preferred orientation of rotation determined by the average flow.
Contrary to how the first conception has determined the ideological basis of the conventional turbulence mechanics (CTM), the second conception has been left outside of actual discussions on the formulation of turbulence mechanics. The turbulence mechanics by Heinloo [7] (henceforth, the theory of rotationally anisotropic turbulence or the RAT theory) explains the reason as proceeding from the specifics of the CTM setup, excluding the medium's rotational degrees of freedom of the type assumed by the Richardson-Kolmogorov turbulence conception. It is shown that accounting for the turning of the velocity fluctuations caused by the curvature of the velocity fluctuation streamlines (formalized by including the radius of curvature of the velocity fluctuation streamlines in the set of arguments of the probability distribution) enables removal of the contradiction. The removal becomes possible due to the definition of characteristics of the rotational degrees of freedom of the fluctuating constituent of the velocityfield, interpreted as the measure of the average effect of eddy rotation, and the medium's turbulence split into orientated and non-orientated constituents, respectively interpreted as the large-scale and the small-scale turbulence constituents, along with the specification of the CTM as describing the non-orientated turbulence constituent. The applications of the RAT theory for describing flows in channels, round tubes and between rotating cylinders (including pulsating flows in round tubes) [7] , for description of MHD turbulent flows in plain channels for different mutual orientations of the magnetic field and the motion characteristics [8] and for discussion of several problems in geophysics (the reaction of the ocean upper layer to periodic heating and cooling [9, 10] , the diffusion effect in the formation of the Gibraltar Salinity anomaly [11] , the turbulence effects' contribution to the net transport of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current [12] and to the formation of zonal winds [13] , the effects of eddy-to-mean energy transfer in geophysical turbulent jets (on the Gulf Stream example) [14] and in the formation of eddy-driven flows over varying bottom topography in natural water bodies [15] ) have recommended this theory as notably expanding the competence of turbulence mechanics in discussing various turbulence-related problems, the solution of which is considered sufficient in average terms.
The current paper complements the turbulence splitting realized in the setup of the RAT theory (interpreted as splitting by the motion order) with splitting by the motion variability. The formalism of splitting of the latter type consists in application of an ordered sequence of Reynolds-type averaging operators instead of just one averaging operator in the common turbulence average description. By itself the idea of turbulence splitting by the motion variability is not novel. In particular, this idea has been explained in [16] in the context of setup of description of stochastic systems and exploited in [17] for a setup of cascading model of turbulent diffusion. The novelty of the discussion in the current paper (as well as of paper [18] , particularized and advanced by the current paper) consists in application of this idea conjointly with the decomposition by the motion order explained above. It is shown that the conjoint application of both splitting procedures enables formulation of a formal mathematical apparatus for discussion of several problems of turbulence cascading structure within common laws of conservation of momentum, moment of momentum and energy, formulated as average flow field characteristics. The formalism to be discussed can be applied as well to particularize applications of the RAT theory in regions characterized by strong anisotropy of the turbulence properties, like the near-wall regions of turbulent flows. The turbulence splitting formalism applied in the current paper complements the formalisms following other goals [19] [20] [21] [22] .
Splitting the average turbulent motion field by the motion variability
Consider a set of averaging operators
satisfying the Reynolds averaging rules, ordered for arbitrary ≤ by
Using P [ ] for an arbitrary variate we shall have the expansion 
and
Applying the outlined procedure to the flow velocity v, to the turbulent (Reynolds) stress tensor σ t = −ρ and to the turbulence energy K = 1 2 2 we shall have
In (6)- (8) 
where
So as the applied averaging always smoothes the fields subjected to the averaging then the motion scales described by v [ ] evidently increase if increases. The interpretation ascribes σ and K in (7) and (8) with the sense of reflecting contributions to the turbulent stresses and to the turbulence energy of different variability levels of the velocity field characterized by different characteristic scales of the described motion. The balance equation for the average momentum (the Reynolds equation) and for the turbulence energies K corresponding to (6)-(8) read as
(10) In (9) and (10): ρ is the medium's density (considered to be constant);
denote the components of the molecular stress tensor; F = f , where f is the density (per unit mass) of the body forces acting on the medium; h is the diffusive flux vector of K ; σ is the work realizing the energy exchange between the average flow and the turbulence energy constituent K ; Q / and Q / describe the energy exchange between K and K (for = 0 Q / describes molecular dissipation of energies K ); denotes the work realizing interaction of K with external fields; and the index following a comma in the subscript denotes differentiation by the respective space coordinate, with the Einstein summation assumed. In (9) and hereafter the notation in braces is the component presentation of the corresponding tensor or vector quantity whereat the equivalent notation arbitrary tensor or vector quantity≡ {components of this quantity} is used. Eqs. (10) in (10):
Besides specifying expressions for the different terms in (10) the deduction procedure provides the set (10) and the expansion (8) with similar properties. In particular, in order to merge several adjacent energy levels in the energy presentation (8) 
Splitting the average turbulent motion field by the motion order
Consider now another splitting principle specified as the splitting by the motion order. This splitting principle stems from distinguishing the velocity fluctuations v at each flow field point in addition to their magnitude and direction also by curvature of the v streamlines passing the point, formalized by inclusion of the radius of curvature of the v streamlines, R, into the set of arguments of probability distribution specifying the applied averaging. (R = ∂e/∂ |∂e/∂ | −2 , where e = v / and is the length of the v streamline curve.) The averaging specification made enables definition of the quantity
The quantity M has the physical sense of the density (per unit mass) of moment of momentum. For turbulent media characterized by condition M =0 the turbulence energy K splits into two constituents
with dimensions of angular velocity of rotation, determines the kinematic characteristics of the medium's motion corresponding to M, and
The turbulence energy splitting in (11) is accompanied with the medium's turbulence split into the constituents contributing and not contributing to the condition M =0. The description of the turbulent motion characterized by condition M =0 is assumed to be set up within the following set of balance equations [7] :
The quantities in (13) and (14) have the following physical sense: σ = σ , where and henceforth denote components of the Levi-Civita tensor, is the dual vector to the antisymmetric constituent of the turbulent stress tensor describing the interaction between the turbulence constituent contributing to M and the average flow; denote the components of the moment tensor describing (turbulent) diffusion of M; m is the body moment acting on the medium; h 0 describes turbulent diffusion of K 0 ; ψ describes the molecular dissipation of the energy K 0 (identified with the molecular dissipation of the turbulence energy K ); Ψ describes the summary effect of scattering of the average flow energy and energy K Ω into the energy K 0 ; the quantity B denotes the work realizing the reversible part of energy exchange between K Ω and K 0 ; and specifies the work of external fields on the K 0 field. The Eqs. (12)- (14) are, respectively, the averaged NavierStokes equation, the average equation following from the Navier-Stokes equation by its vector multiplication from the right by R, and the difference of the equations for turbulence energy K and energy K Ω with the latter following from (13) after its scalar multiplication by Ω. The deduction procedure specifies the terms in (13) and (14) as follows:
where: The listed specifications of terms in (13) and (14) neglect the average molecular shear stresses with respect to the turbulent stresses and the terms expressing the correlation of molecular stresses with R and ∇R fields specifying the molecular effect on the M field. It is assumed that R = 0. 
Conjoint splitting of the average turbulent motion field by the motion variability and by the motion order
In case of the conjoint application of both splitting procedures σ t and M become represented as
where (15) represents the internal moment of momentum M through its constituents determined on different variability constituents of the turbulent flow field. Defining, similarly to the turbulence spatial scale characterizing the turbulence constituent contributing to the condition M =0, the spatial scales = √ J , where
[ ] are the kinematic characteris- (15) is accompanied with splitting of each K in (8), analogously to the splitting of K in (11), as
In (18) 
. The summary splitting of turbulence energy K represents as
Unlike in K and K marking the variability level of motion, marks the level of the motion order. The motion order decreases when decreases. Let us note that the number of the energetic sublevels of energies K increases when decreases. The energy splitting (19) is accompanied with the splitting of the energy equations set for K in (10) to a set of equations for
In (20)- (22) h Ω = Ω ,
where 
where σ [ / ] and σ [ / ] are determined, correspondingly, by σ / and σ / deduced for identified with P [ ] describe exchange between the energies K and K specified as sub-levels of K and K characterizing motions of the same order (i.e. corresponding to the same ); and
where [ / ] and [ / ] are determined, correspondingly, by 
describe the scattering of energies K Ω into energies K associated with turbulent diffusion of M , of the action of σ / and due to the action of the moment ρm 1 ; (20)- (22) it is assumed that J are constants for all and that the molecular dissipation of turbulence energy realizes from the lowest energetic sublevels of energies K , specified as K .
Discussion
The formalism presented enables reflection of several aspects of the turbulence cascading structure in terms of common conservation laws of momentum, moment of momentum and energy, formulated as the average flow field characteristics. In particular, it exhibits the difference between the cascading processes of the moment of momentum and of the turbulence energy -the exchange processes between different constituents of the moment of momentum do not participate (immediately) in the energy exchange processes between different turbulence variability levels but have a crucial role in determining the energy exchange processes between the energetic sublevels characterizibng the motions of different order. It becomes also possible that the energy transfer from larger scales to smaller scales is accompanied with the inverse cascade of the moment of momentum. In addition, the presented formalism specifies the energetic interaction between the turbulence constituents of different turbulence variability levels as realized between their energetic sublevels characterizing the motions of the same order. So as the number of energetic sublevels increases if the variability increases then the cascading energy transfer from larger scales to smaller scales should be accompanied with the energy scatter from higher energetic sublevels to their lowest sublevels.
The discussed formalism just applies the sequence of averaging operators but does not specify their details. Different specifications can be applied for different purposes. So, in the case of N = 1 the discussion reduces to the turbulence description setup realized within the RAT theory [7] . The choise of the sequence of the averaging operators resulting in M = 0 only for = N identifies the energy K 0 in (11) with N =1 N = K representing the turbulence constituent characterized by K 0 as having a rather complicated structure. When the set of the averaging operators is chosen in such a way that only the adjacent energetic levels (by the variability and by the order) participate in the energy exchange processes, then the cascading energy transfer from larger motion scales to smaller scales can be represented for each , 1 < < N, as the following sequence of the energy exchange pro-
illustrating the essentiality of the energy transfer between the energetic sublevels for realization the energy cascade between the turbulence constituents of different variability (or scales). Alternatively, the inverse cascade of the turbulence energy from the small scales to the large scales should be accompanied with the increase of the motion order of the turbulence constituents characterized by K . The possibility to apply different specifications of the set of the applied averaging operators to found different schemes of cascading processes turns the discussed formalism into a flexible tool for the analysis of different particular realizations of cascading processes.
Besides providing a formal mathematical apparatus for discussion of different types of cascading processes in turbulent media in average terms, the suggested formalism can be applied also as imposing certain criteria to solving the closure problem for the average turbulence description (the closure assumptions should not violate the properties of the decomposed systems of balance equations) and used in the setup of turbulent flows description with the scale separation in regions characterized by strong anisotropy of turbulence properties (like the near-wall regions of turbulent flows) accounting for the effects of the preferred orientation of eddy rotation.
The author's interest to the Richardson-Kolmogorov turbulence conception is called fourth besides the conceptual background of the presented formalism also by its wider physical sense. Indeed, by stressing the ongoing restoration of the turbulence eddy structure this conception highlights the necessity to consider the transmutations as a physical form of motion forestalling for several decades similar understanding expressed in the context of description of quantum fields with strong interaction [23] . The suggested by the conception motion field scaling structure is considered also as a property of all fields with strong interaction [24] . The defined M (as a mechanical prototype of spin in quantum mechanics) deepens the similarities. The author treats the similarities foremost as a challenge to apply the conception first of all to the average turbulence description setup and the current paper meets this challenge.
Conclusion
This paper suggests a mathematical formalism for discussion of problems proceeding from multi-scale eddy structure of turbulence in terms of conservation laws of momentum, moment of momentum and energy. The formalism is founded on the application of splitting procedures of the average turbulent flow field of two types -by the motion variability (by scales) and by the motion order. The discusion shows that the suggested formalism enables enriching the discussion of physical processes in turbulent media in terms of average characteristics of a medium's motion.
